An approximate analytic solution to the radiative transfer equation describing the scattering of light from particulate surfaces is derived. Multiple scattering and mutual shadowing are taken into account. Analytic expressions for the following quantities are found: bidirectional reflectance, radiance factor, radiance coefficient, normal, hemispherical, Bond, and physical albedos, integral phase function, phase integral, and limb-darkening profile. Scattering functions for mixtures can be calculated, as well as corrections for comparing experimental laboratory transmission or reflection spectra with observational planetary spectra. An expression for the scattering efficiency of an irregular particle large compared with the wavelength is derived. For closely spaced, nonopaque particles this efficiency is approximated by (1 + ado) -l, where a is t.he true absorption coefficient and Do is an effective particle diameter of the order of twice the mean particle size. For monomineralic surfaces it is shown that a = (1 -w)/wDo, where w is the single-scattering albedo and can be determined from reflectance measurements of a powder, so that a may be calculated from reflectance. This theory should be useful for interpretations of reflectance spectroscopy of laboratory surfaces and photomerry of solar system objects. From photometric observations of a body the following may be estimated: average single-scattering albedo, average particle phase function, average macroscopic slope, and porosity.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper a number of expressions related to the diffuse scattering of light from the surface of a semi-infinite particle medium are derived. Observational and laboratory data which support this theory are presented in a companion paper [Hapke and Wells, sured scattering properties of the surface one wishes to determine the more fundamental physical properties, such as absorption coefficient. Because in planetary applications the absolute accuracy is not high, exact numerical solutions are no more useful, and much less convenient, than approximate analytic ones.
This rest of the paper is divided into three major parts. In the section 2 the bidirectional reflectance function is obtained for a medium of dispersed particles of arbitrary single-scattering albedo and phase function. The changes which occur in the scattering law when the particles are brought close together, as in a planetary surface regolith, are discussed. In section 3, scattering from a single irregular particle of the medium is considered. A useful approximate relation between scattering efficiency and true absorption coefficient is deduced. Section 4 discusses applications to planetary and laboratory problems. Expressions for several types of albedos and reflectances encountered in planetary photometry are derived. The notation used in this paper is listed for convenience in the notation section. Wherever possible, the nomenclature used here is that recommended by Nicodernus [1965] and Judd [1967] .
THE BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE FUNCTION a. Solution of the Radiative Transfer Equation for Dispersed Particles
Consider a plane surface at z = 0 which separates an empty half space z > 0 from a half space z < 0 containing irregular, randomly oriented, absorbing particles which are large compared with the wavelength. Initially, it will be assumed that the particles are so far apart on the average that shadowing of one particle by another is negligible. This requirement will be relaxed in the next section. Reflectances of planetary regoliths or cloud tops are of interest in this paper. Thus it is assumed that the medium in which the particles are imbedded has an index of refraction equal to unity and that no physical surface separates the two half spaces. To evaluate [M, the two-stream approximation for isotropic scattering will be used to solve the equation of radiative transfer for light I" which has been scattered one or more times. Equation ( 
b. Effects of Decreasing the Interparticle Spacing
The discussion so far applies to a medium in which the particles are well dispersed. Moving the particles closer together until ultimately they are in contact affects the reflectance process in three ways: (1) The medium can no longer be considered continuous, (2) shadowing occurs, causing preferential escape at zero phase, and (3) diffraction ceases to be a meaningful concept. Each of these effects will now be discussed.
Effects of a discontinuous medium and shadowing. When the particles are widely dispersed so that they can be considered to scatter independently, the medium can be treated as continuous with the properties averaged as given by the definitions of E, $, and K above. When the particles are so close together that they are in contact, as in a powder or soil, coherent interference can occur between portions of waves scattered by neighboring particles. It is assumed that the particles are irregular and arranged with no particular packing or orientation, so that coherent effects average out. When dispersed, each particle can be treated as if it is fully illuminated by ambient light. When close together, one particle may find itself partially in the shadow of another so that its full efficiency for scattering and absorption cannot be utilized. If the medium is random, then it may reasonably be assumed that light falling on a portion of a particle will, on the average, be scattered or absorbed by the same relative amount as if the particle were fully illuminated, but reduced by the fraction of the cross-sectional area illuminated. That is, it is assumed that the efficiencies are all affected by the same amount. If so, then neither w nor P(g) will be changed, since they involve only ratios of the efficiencies, and (12) will not be affected.
Preferential escaperaThe opposition effect. The factor exp (Ez/t•o) represents the probability that a portion of the surface of a particle at depth z will be directly illuminated by light of intensity J which has penetrated to that particular point without being blocked by another particle. Likewise, the other factor exp (Ez/tO can be regarded as the probability that light emerging from the same area on the surface of the particle in the direction of the detector will reach the z = 0 plane without encountering another particle. However, it was pointed out in an earlier paper [Hapke, 1963] that near zero phase the two probabilities are not independent because the incident light, in effect, preselects a preferential escape path. That is, if the source happens to be positioned exactly so that incident radiation can penetrate to a certain place without being blocked, then the radiation which happens to be scattered directly back within a small angle about the source direction will reach the z --0 plane without attenuation. Thus for radiation within this small angle, the escape probability is unity rather than exp (Ez/l•). This effect has also been discussed by Irvine [1966] and Lurnrne [ 1971] .
The preferential escape applies only to the unscattered illuminating radiation I', because the multiply scattered radiation I" bathes all the particles in a volume element uniformly and does not preselect an escape path. Thus the probability of escape for I" scattered from any given particle statistically remains exp (Ez/lO, and ]•t is unchanged. This conclusion is supported by a numerical calculation by Esposito [1979] , who finds that including an opposition effect in second-order scattering has a negligible effect.
Hapke [1963] showed that the preferential escape of singly scattered radiation can be taken into account by a model in which the medium contains imaginary cylinders whose axes are parallel to the incident rays. The diameter of the cylinders is of the order of the mean openings between particles. Light scattered from a particle and passing through the sides of the cylinder is exponentially attenuated, but scattered light reaching the z --0 plane without passing through the sides has zero attenuation. The original reference may be consulted for the The original treatment considered the scattering particles as behaving essentially as points, in the sense that all parts of the particle have the same illumination and attenuation probabilities. However, a real particle will have a finite size and usually will be situated so that only a portion of its surface is illuminated. The refracted light which penetrates into the particle will be redistributed inside the particle and re-emerge in a manner which depends on the single-scattering albedo. If a particle is dark and highly absorbing, most of the refracted light will be absorbed before it travels very far from its place of entry. Most of the light scattered from a low-albedo particle will leave from the immediate vicinity of the illuminated part of the surface, and for small phase angles the attenuation probability will be unity, as discussed above. However, for bright, weakly absorbing particles much of the scattered light will emerge from unilluminated parts of the surface which were not preselected by the incident rays, and for this light the attenuation will be exponential and will not contribute to the opposition effect. Thus the original expression for B(g) must be multiplied by a factor which describes the probability that the light will exit the particle near the directly illuminated part of its surface. Such a probability cannot, in general, be calculated exactly, since it depends on such properties as particle shape, index of refraction, and density of internal scatterers and must be represented by an empirical factor Bo. Thus Another way of looking at this effect is to consider a detector located well behind a particle, within the cone of diffracted light. Then the detector will measure an excess of light which it interprets as having been scattered from the particle.
If the detector is moved so that it is only slightly behind and to one side of the particle, within the geometric 'shadow' of the diffraction-source area, it will detect the light which would have been scattered into the diffraction cone, but which is spread out by such a small amount that it essentially has the same intensity as the incident illumination; this light is now interpreted as unscattered incident light. In a close-packed powder the underlying particles function as 'detectors' of the diffracted light from other particles. The diffracted light must be treated as being indistinguishable from unscattered incident light, so that Qs = Q•' and Qe = 1.
The half-width 0" of the diffraction cone is given by ,rD(sin O")/X = 1.62 or 0" -• X/2D, the diffracted light coming from rays which pass within a distance D/(2) l/2 of the particle.
Thus particles which are situated within a distance L" • D/ (2)l/20" = (2)!/2D2/X behind the first particle will be illuminated by light which has not been attenuated appreciably by spreading. Particles at a distance much greater than L" behind the first particle will be illuminated by light which is already spread well into its diffraction cone and will interpret this light as having been scattered. Of the light scattered into the diffraction cone, a fraction exp (-NoL") will have been transmitted without being intercepted by closer particles and can be considered as having been diffracted, while the remainder, 1 -exp (-NoL"), can be treated as incident light. Thus the condition for neglecting diffraction is exp (-NoL") << 1, or say, The case when X << 1 is called the Rayleigh region. There [Kerker, 1969] Qs oc X •, QA oc kX, and P(g) oc (1 + cos 2 g). As X increases through unity, the efficiencies of the sphere oscillate strongly. As X becomes large compared with one, QE oscillates about 2 with decreasing amplitude; the scattering functions all exhibit strong forward scattering associated with diffraction, as discussed previously, plus a moderate backscattering peak, known as the glory. The scattering function tends to be low for phase angles around 90 ø , and there are often other peaks, known as cloudbows, at specific angles. Many of these properties can be duplicated by calculations of rays reflected from and refracted through surfaces of the sphere, plus the diffraction term.
The particles of most materials of planetary interest have an irregular shape. An exact calculation of scattering from such particles is presently out of the question. Large, nonspherical particles can be treated by a Monte Carlo ray calculation, plus diffraction, but this requires an elaborate computer program.
A number of experimental studies have been made using artificial models at microwave frequencies and naturally occurting particles at optical wavelengths [Zerull, 1976 
where Pl(g) = cos g and P2(g) = (3 cos 2 g -1)/2 are Legendre polynomials, should be adequate for most particulate surfaces. Thus (16) should be an excellent approximation for describing scattering from most laboratory or planetary surfaces. It should be pointed out that soils which have abundant particles small compared with the wavelength will be extremely cohesive. The submicroscopic particles will stick to the surfaces of larger particles or clump together into large aggregates and thus will behave like irregular particles with X >> 1 and strong internal scattering.
Large particles may have a complex surface structure which is small compared to D but large compared to X, for example, a scoriaceous lava. The effect of surface irregularities depends on their size compared with a-'. If their scale is small compared with a-', they will not cast dark shadows, and the phase function of the particle will remain approximately isotropic. This would be the case, for instance, for 10-/.tm irregularities on 0.1-to 1-mm silicate particles, as in lunar soils. However, if the irregularities have sizes which are comparable with or larger than a-', they will cast deep shadows. The surface pits will then cause P(g) to have a rather strong backscattering character which will add to the opposition effect discussed in (2b). The latter case may characterize Saturn's tings.
b. Theoretical Scattering Efficiency for Large, Irregular Particles
One of the problems of reflectance spectroscopy is to relate the measured brightness, from which w can be calculated, to the microscopic quantities n, k, and D. The quantity which is usually of greatest interest is the volume absorption coefficient a = 4•rnk/X. In the following discussion it is assumed that the particles are large compared with the wavelength and are closely spaced, as in a laboratory powder or planetary regolith. Then Q• = 1, diffraction may be ignored, and a ray model is appropriate.
Scattering from a large particle takes place by two processes, reflection from the surface of the grain, and internal or volume scattering of rays which have been refracted into the interior of the grain and scattered or refracted back out. The volume scattering may occur from internal imperfections, such as crystal boundaries, micro-inclusions, bubbles, and density striations, or by internal reflection from the particle surface.
Slab model. An approximate model of scattering from a large, equant particle, which takes account of both surface and volume scattering and volume absorption, will now be derived. Collimated light incident on a particle with randomly oriented surface facets will be approximated by diffuse light incident on one side of a slab with plane surfaces. The amount of light reflected and transmitted by an infinite slab with absorbers and isotropic scatterers included between the upper and lower surfaces will be calculated using the two-stream method. The calculation will then be extended to the case of equant particles.
Let S• be the external surface scattering coefficient; S• is the coefficient for specular, or Fresnel, reflection from the surface of the particle averaged over all directions of incidence on one hemisphere of the external surface. Van Let St be the internal surface scattering coefficient for light internally incident on the surface of the particle. For a smooth-surfaced particle of regular shape, such as a slab, cylinder, or sphere, and negligible internal scattering, the angle from the local normal at which a refracted ray is incident on an interior surface is the same as that with which it first emerged into the interior of the particle, so that S• = Se. However, if the particles are irregular or have a high density of internal scatterers, St will be larger than Se because many of the internally incident rays will exceed the critical angle. It is assumed that the flux inside the grain is approximately isotropic; in that case, St is equal to the Fresnel coefficient for internal reflection averaged over all directions of incidence and can be calculated from (21) where Se, f', and f" are given by (21). Note that the surface P(g) is forward scattering when k << 1 but becomes isotropic as k increases. Also, this Qs is independent of particle size.
c. The Espat-Function and a Simplified Scattering Efficiency
The difficulty with applying (24) for Qs is its cumbersomeness and also the large number of parameters (SE, St, s, a, and D) which must be known in order to calculate Qs. In most applications, these parameters can only be guessed at. Therefore it would be useful to find a function which has even an approximately linear relationship with a. Therefore W may be referred to as the effective single-particle absorption thickness, or espat-function. As Figure 7 shows, even when aD is as large as 10, the error involved in assuming W = aDe is only 50%, which is acceptable in many applications where only an order of magnitude estimation of a is desired. A surface with aDe --3 has a normal albedo of 6%. Thus (31) should apply to all but the darkest surfaces, for which (28) 
PLANETARY AND LABORATORY APPLICATIONS
In this section, expressions for several types of albedos and reflectances commonly encountered in planetary and laboratory applications are calculated from the preceding equations. In keeping with the philosophy expressed at the beginning of the paper, the emphasis will be on developing approximate, useful relations, rather than mathematical rigor. For completeness and convenience, the bidirectional reflectance is It is possible to invert this reasoning and use the measured limb-darkening profile to estimate the average macroscopic surface roughness [Hapke, 1977] (see also paper II). To do this, there must be sufficient photometric data available that the average single-scattering albedo can be estimated and the theoretical limb-darkening profile calculated. The average macroscopic slope can then be estimated by noting the change in luminanee longitude through which a nominally horizontal area at the limb must be tilted to reduce the theoretical brightness to that actually measured. Because of cohesion in a soil, small-scale slopes can be much greater than large-scale slopes and can be influenced by gravity. Thus the average slopes measured by the limb-darkening profile method are primarily those on a small scale (1 mm to 1 m).
Effects of atmospheric hazes. Atmospheric hazes will also modify the limb profile. This effect is especially important for photometry of Mars, where meteorological processes lift surface particles into the atmosphere and keep them suspended for many days and weeks. The vertical density distribution of scattering particles does not appear in (16) explicitly; however, lifting some of the particles into a low-density haze layer will have four indirect effects. First, it will decrease the opposition effect B(g) to zero for those particles which are well-separated, thus decreasing the relative brightness at small phase angles. Second, the haze particles will become forward scatterers due to diffraction becoming important as the average spacing between particles increases. This effect will decrease the brightness at small phase angles but will increase it at large angles. Third, the extinction mean free path increases dramatically from a distance of the order of the mean particle diameter to as much as several kilometers, depending on the haze density, a distance which may be large compared to the undulations on the surface or in the haze layer. For a low-albedo planet this effect will alter the limb-darkening profile in such a way that it will increase the brightness of areas near the sunlit limb. Fourth, if the particles are very small, they will tend to form clumps on the surface. The average single-scattering albedo will effectively be that of the clumps and will be relatively low for absorbing particles. Upon being lifted into the haze the particles may separate and their average albedo increase considerably. Thus creation of a haze may either darken or brighten a surface at small phase angles near the center of the disk, depending on the single-scattering albedo and particle size, but it will nearly always brighten the surface at large phase angles.
Phase effects. The reflectance spectrum of a surface is affected in several ways by the angles at which the surface is viewed and illuminated. First, P(g) depends on the translucency of the particles. As the wavelength increases, many substances, particularly silicates, become less absorbing because of strong absorption bands in the UV [Wells and Hapke, 1977 ] and more radiation is transmitted through the particles. This explains the well-known lunar phenomena of phase-reddening [Gehrels et al., 1964] .
Second, the relative contribution of multiply scattered light depends not only on w but also on i and e. As is obvious from (10) and Figure 3 , the H-functions are maximum when i and e are near 0 ø. Consider a substance with strong spectral contrast, so that w(h) in the center of an absorption band is so small that multiple scattering is negligible, but in the wings of the band w(h) -• 1. The ratio of wing-to-center brightnesses will be much greater when the surface is viewed and illuminated vertically than when viewed and illuminated obliquely. Such effects must always be considered when comparing laboratory and planetary reflectance spectra.
CONCLUSIONS
The theory developed in this paper can be used to make quantitative estimates of a number of the properties of the surface or cloud top of a planet, and of absorption coefficients in the laboratory. From the laboratory spectral reflectance of a monomineralic powder the spectrum of the espat-function, W(h) can be calculated, which is approximately equal to twice the absorption optical thickness of the particles. If the average particle size is known, the absorption spectrum can be calculated absolutely. This technique of measuring absorption coefficients by reflectance of powders is especially useful for materials with large a, where transmission methods are difficult. The expressions developed in this paper also allow measurements of a(•) or r(•) of various substances made in the laboratory to be corrected to planetary conditions to take account of different lighting and viewing angles and particle sizes.
If the absolute reflectance of a planet can be measured at only one phase angle, w can be estimated by assuming the surface scatters are isotropic. Further measurements of reflectances at several phase angles gives the average single-particle phase function P(g) and a better measurement of w. For large, closely spaced, nonopaque particles w is the average of (1
